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Abstract 

Impact hammer is the current modal testing way in Dynapac testing 
department. Due to highly damped characteristic of big construction machines, 
there are a few weaknesses for modal testing when using hammer, such as short 
response time, limited frequency resolution, poor quality of frequency response 
functions. Therefore, a more advanced excitation equipment is needed to 
improve the measurement quality. 

The object for this study is to compare two different measuring methods. 
The thesis will show a comparison between the hammer testing and the shaker 
MIMO testing compared with analytical model in a highly damped system, give 
a reference for further highly damped modal analysis and budgetary assessment 
to decide the budget expenditure. 

Result from shaker testing shows a little better correlation than hammer 
testing compared with FEM model. While the correlation between FEM model 
and measurement is bad due to many reasons, such as many local modes that 
can not excited, lack of excitation points, unexpected noise and error from the 
measurement. While considering the compared results obtained from this 
machine for now, a simpler structure experiment is suggested to be carried on 
in the future. Shorter length of stinger can be used to enable higher amplitude 
of force to excite the property on this machine.  

Keywords:  
Experimental modal testing, MIMO system, modal analysis, Matlab, 

numerical model, Reflex. 
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Notation 
Symbols Meaning Unit 

  Fourier transform  

  Laplace transform function.  

  Frequency response function.  

  Response  

  Damping  

  Input force  

  Nature frequency  

     

  Stiffness  

  Mass  

  Laplace domain variable  

  Independent variable of time sec 

  Displacement in physical coordinates  

  First derivative with respect to u  

  Second derivative with respect to u  

  Variable of frequency  rad/sec 

  Damping ratio  
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Abbreviations Meaning 
CoMAC Coordinate modal assurance criterion 
DFT Discrete Fourier transform 
DOF Degree of freedom 
EMA Experimental modal analysis 
FE Finite element 
FEM Finite element method 
FFT Fast Fourier transform 

FIR Finite impulse response 
FRF Frequency response function 
LSCE Least Squares Complex Exponential 
MAC  Modal assurance criterion 
MDOF Multiple degrees of freedom 
MIF Mode indicator function 
MIMO Multiple input & multiple output 
ODS Operating deflection shape 
PDF Probability density function 
PSD Power spectral density 
RFP Rational Fraction Polynomial 
RMS Root mean square 
RPM Revolutions/minute 
SIMO Single input & multiple output 
SISO Single input, single output 
SDOF Single degree of freedom 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 

In structural engineering, modal analysis uses the overall mass and stiffness 
of a structure to find the various periods at which it will naturally resonate. 
Structure’s natural frequency should not match the working vibration 
frequencies, otherwise, the structure may continue to resonate and experience 
structural damage, [1]. Modal testing is the form of vibration testing of an 
object where by the natural frequencies, modal masses, modal damping ratios 
and mode shapes of the object under test are determined. A modal test consists 
of an acquisition phase and an analysis phase. The complete process is often 
referred to as a Modal Analysis or Experimental Modal Analysis. There are 
several ways to do modal testing but impact hammer testing and shaker testing 
are common used. 

1.2 Purpose and research questions 

Atlas Copco is a worldwide company that develops innovative sustainable 
solutions to compressors, vacuum solutions and air treatment systems, 
construction and mining equipment, power tools and assembly systems. 
Dynapac Compaction Equipment AB (called Dynapc in the rest context) is one 
business area of Atlas Copco Group. Dynapac is mainly responsible for road 
construction equipment, such as compaction, paving and milling. This thesis 
project is carried out with testing department in Dynapac. 

Impact hammer ‘MIMO’ and shaker MIMO testing are two experimental 
testing methods. Impact hammer method is commonly used for modal testing 
in Dynapac currently. However, it is well known that the quality of testing 
result by using shakers MIMO method should be better than hammer.  Due to 
the lack of clear comparison between the two methods and cost effective 
estimation, it is difficult to make a decision whether the company should 
purchase new measurement equipment.  

The object for this project is to give a clear comparison result from MIMO 
test by using different testing ways. An asphalt roller (CC1200) from Dynapac 
weighted 2400 kg is the object for modal testing. The frequency range is 
selected within 0-200 Hz, while the most important range is 40-110 Hz, which 
includes the most common frequencies when the roller is under the working 
state (according to internal document). The obtained results from experiments 
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will be compared with FEM model in NX IDEAS. The thesis paper will show 
an explicit comparison between two methods as well as a simple cost 
estimation. The results can help company to decide the budget expenditure. 

Research questions: 

 How much faster can the results be obtained? 

 Are the results from shaker MIMO more reliable comparing with FEM 
than from impact hammer? 

 Is shaker MIMO more cost effective to use comparing with impulse 
hammer? 

 

1.3 Delimitations 

A numerical model is built in NX IDEAS by analysis team in Dynapac. A 
frequency response analysis is applied on the model to give a theoretical result 
of modal parameters. The set-up of testing is based on the numerical solution, 
such as defining the number of robber plates, rigid frequencies, etc. 

Experimental testing can be carried out with determined excitation and 
response points. Modal analysis is carried on in Matlab, [2] and Reflex, [3] after 
data acquisition, both from hammer and shaker excitations. 

The comparison between numerical and experimental results can be the 
result validation and a conclusion will be drawn with respect to both quality 
and economy aspects.  

Two curve-fitting methods will be used to estimate modal parameters, Least 
Squares Complex Exponential (LSCE) and Rational Fraction Polynomial-Z 
(RFP). 

Due to the time limitation, non-linear analysis in the system and the explicit 
cost effective analysis will not be involved. A test results comparative analysis 
and basic expenses comparison will be included.  
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1.4 Methodology 

  

FEM model 
simulation 

Impulse hammer 
testing Shaker testing 

Economic 
analysis 

Literature review 
on modal 
analysis 

LSCE estimation 
in Matlab 

RFP-z estimation 
in Reflex 

Comparison and 
verification 

Calculate errors 
and time cost 

Comparison 
based on quality 

and cost effective 

Results and 
conclustion 
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2 Modal analysis  
2.1 Modal analysis 

Modal analysis is an examination of vibrations. Everything is subjected to 
some type of vibrations (dynamic forces) in operation, which may cause 
damage. Therefore, it is always necessary to measure the structural response to 
estimate the structural effect factors and investigate the performance.  

Signal analysis and system analysis are two ways to solving noise and 
vibration problems. Signal analysis is the process of determining the response 
of a system, due to some generally unknown excitation, and of presenting it in 
a manner which is easy to interpret. System analysis deals with techniques for 
determining the inherent properties of a system. This can be done by 
stimulating the system with measurable forces and studying the response/force 
ration (sensitivity). For linear systems this ration is an independent, inherent 
property which remains the same whether the system is excited or at rest, [4].  

FRF shows the ration of the excitation and response: 

Excitation
sponse

Force
Motion

Input
OutputsH Re

Figure 2.1. System analysis. 

2.2 Impact excitation and shaker excitation 

Two forms of excitation are possible for the measurement of frequency 
responses for modal analysis: impact hammer and shaker excitation.  

For cases where the measurement quality is not of main importance, such as 
for example for many cases of trouble-shooting purposes, impact testing may 
be preferred. Impact testing is usually performed such that one or more fixed 
response points are chosen, where accelerometers are attached. Then frequency 
response functions are measured by roving the impact hammer around all 
degrees of freedom that are to be measured, one by one.  

Output 
Response signal  

Input 
Excitation signal  

Structure  
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In some cases roving the hammer is not possible, however, for example 
because some degrees of freedom may not be possible to excite by the hammer. 
There can be limited space, for example, or on a flat surface, the directions not 
normal to the surface can be hard to excite. In such cases the structure will have 
to be excited in the chosen reference point for the entire measurement. With 
this approach, usually the structure is “scanned” by roving a set of 
accelerometers (if the measurement system contains more than two channels) 
around the structure, until all degrees of freedom have been measured.  

In cases where higher accuracy is required than is possible to obtain with 
impact testing, one or more shakers have to be attached to the structure under 
test. The strategy is then the same as described for the case of impact excitation 
in a fixed degree of freedom, [5]. The advantages and disadvantages of two 
methods are presented respectively in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. 28 Advantages and disadvantages of two methods. 

 Advantages  Disadvantages  

Impact 
excitation 

Fast and easy 

No need for extra fixture. 

Not relevant when structure 
is non-linear. 

Signal length relay to the 
response damping time, not 
relevant when structure is 
highly damped. 

Less accurate. 

Shaker 
excitation 

Can chose many different 
excitation signals.  

Higher accuracy, 
relatively good signal.  

Can use for non-linearity 
structure.  

Can use for highly damped 
structure.  

Need to fix the shaker with 
right position. 

Not easy to change 
excitation point.  

Require extra equipment, 
such as amplifier to do the 
measurement.  
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2.3 SDOF and MDOF  

 The number of degrees of freedom (DOF) for a mechanical system is equal 
to the number of independent coordinates (or minimum number of coordinates) 
that is required to locate and orient each mass in the mechanical system at any 
instant in time. As this definition is applied to a point mass, three DOFs are 
required since the location of the point mass involves knowing the x, y, and z 
translations of the center of gravity of the point mass. As this definition is 
applied to a rigid body mass, six degrees of freedom are required since θx, θy, 
and θz rotations are required in addition to the x, y, and z translations in order 
to define both the orientation and location of the rigid body mass at any instant 
in time. 

As this definition is extended to any general deformable body, it should be 
obvious that the number of degrees of freedom can now be considered as 
infinite. While this is theoretically true, it is quite common, particularly with 
respect to finite element methods, to view the general deformable body in terms 
of a large number of physical points of interest with six degrees of freedom for 
each of the physical points. In this way, the infinite number of degrees of 
freedom can be reduced to a large but finite number, [6]. 

Figure 2.2. Degree of freedom. 

The general mathematical representation of a single degree of freedom 
system is expressed using Newton’s second law in equation below. 

tfkuucum
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Figure 2.3 shows a system with single degree of freedom when only one 
direction is focused. 

Figure 2.3. Single degree of freedom. 

The total solution to this problem involves two parts as (2.3). 

txtxsx pc

where, xc(t) is transient portion, xp(t) is steady state portion. 

Then transform it to Laplace form as: 

sFsUkcsms2

kcsmssH
sF
sU 21

Generally, most structures are more complicated than the single mass, 
spring, and damper system discussed in the previous section. The general case 
for a multiple degree of freedom system will be used to show how the frequency 
response functions of a structure are related to the modal vectors of that 
structure.  

Same as SDOF, a system with multiple degrees of freedom can also be 
described in equation (2.6). 

tFuKuCuM

                                               f(t) 

                                                                  u(t) 

 

c  k 

m 
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Figure 2.4. Multiple degrees of freedom. 

[M], [C] and [K] are represented matrix of mass, damping and stiffness in 
this case, while the {u} is the displacement vector of each mass. 

A complete dynamic description can be written as 
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2.4 SIMO and MIMO  

System analysis by using single input & multiple output (SIMO) system and 
multiple input & multiple output (MIMO) system are depicted in Figure 2.5 
and Figure 2.6 respectively. 

 
Figure 2.5. SIMO system. 

For single input/single output, SISO system, one row measured using for 
example impact hammer excitation, more than one rows can measured by 
roving hammer excitation and multiple outputs, (single input/multiple outputs, 
SIMO system). 

The standard FRF estimators 
1

1  xxxy GGH

For the MIMO system, any output signal is comprised of the contribution of 
a number of input signals. In structural dynamics (experimental modal 
analysis), for example, multiple –input models are used for the measurement of 
frequency response functions between input forces and response accelerations, 
when several dynamic shakers are mounted on the structure.  

The general multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) system can be 
described as a general system with a number of input signals xq, q=1,2,….Q, 
and a number of output signals yp, p=1,2,….,P, where one drop the time 
notation for simplicity. Each output signal is assumed to be caused only by the 
input signals. Of there is a causal relationship between the output signals, then 
the model has to be redefined, [7]. 
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Figure 2.6. MIMO system. 

If the system is linear and time invariant, and one assume noise is 
contaminating only the measured output signals, one can define the system 
frequency response matrix [H(f)] of the MIMO system so that 

NXHY

2.5 FRF and curve-fitting 

When one measures a dynamic system in order to identify it, one usually 
measures the frequency response, which is defined as the ratio of the spectrum 
of the output (response) and the spectrum of the input (force). The most 
intuitive method to determine the frequency response at a certain frequency is 
to let the excitation be a sinusoid with the desired frequency and calculate the 
frequency response magnitude as the ratio of the response and force amplitudes. 
The phase angle can be determined, if desired, by measuring the phase 
difference between the response and the force, [7]. 

Equation (2.4) can be written as Fourier transform when fjjws 2 . 

nn ffjff
k

fF
fUfH

21
1
2

where, H(f) is the frequency response function. 

The frequency response function is very simply the ratio of the output 
response of a structure due to an applied force. We measure both the applied 
force and the response of the structure due to the applied force simultaneously. 
(the response can be measured as displacement, velocity or acceleration.) The 
measured time data is transformed from the time domain to the frequency 
domain using a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm found in any signal 
processing analyser and computer software packages. Due to this 
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transformation, the functions end up being complex valued numbers; the 
functions contain real and imaginary components or magnitude and phase 
components to describe the function, [8]. The FRF equation can also be 
described as alternative equations as Table 2.2 

Table 2.2. Alternative expressions. 

Dynamic 
(flexibility) 

u/f u (displacement) 

Mobility v/f v (velocity) 

Accelerance a/f a (acceleration) 

When the measured data indicates heavily coupled modes or noise 
contamination, or when high accuracy is required for the estimation, we can 
make a computer-aided modal analysis. A curve-fitting technique can then be 
used to improve the modal parameter estimation. 

Curve-fitting is where the mathematical theory and practical measurements 
meet. The theory provides us with a mathematical parametric model for the 
theoretical FRF of a structure, and our measurements give the real FRF. This 
theory is the analytical process to determine the mathematical parameters which 
give the closest possible fit to the measured data, [9]. It shows the consistency 
between the FRF model from mathematical calculation and that from practical 
measurement. This process can determine how much the mathematical 
parameters and the measured data are related each other.  
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2.6 Mode Indicator Function 

It is very difficult to identify how many modes exist in only one FRF. This 
is a problem because all of the modes may not be active in a particular FRF 
measured since the modes may be directional. All the peaks have the same 
phase and two very close modes may be difficult to observe especially on the 
driving point measurement. Thus, several different MIFs are oftenly used in 
EMA when data is reduced, such as summation function (SUM), mode 
indicator function (MIF), multivariate MIF (MMIF), complex mode indicator 
function (CMIF) and Stability diagram to assist in the process of pole selection.  

The simplest mode indicator function is a sum of the of the magnitude of all 
FRFs, usually squared, or sometimes a sum of the imaginary part squared. This 
type of plot exaggerates global modes, i.e. modes where most measured FRFs 
have a large displacement, [7]. 

The ‘Normal MIF’, is a one-dimensional MIF, it operates on single reference 
FRF matrices. 

The original MIF is formulated  to  provide  a  better  tool  for  identifying  
closely spaced  modes. It is a one-dimensional MIF and operates on single 
reference FRF matrices. The mathematical formulation of the  MIF  can be 
expressed as 

p

p Rp

FRF

fH
fMIF 2

The real part rapidly passes through zero at resonance, the MIF generally 
tends to have a much more abrupt change across a mode. The real part of the 
FRF will be zero at resonance and therefore the MIF will drop to a minimum 
in the region of a mode, [10]. 

The most commonly used such MIF is MMIF, which is an extended 
formulation of  MIF  for  multiple  referenced  FRF data. The MMIF follows 
the same basic description of a single MIF. The big advantage is that multiple 
referenced data will have multiple MIFs (one for each reference) and can detect 
repeated roots. If one assume that the FRF matrix [H(f)] has data in columns 
corresponding to a fixed force reference measurement, this function is based on 
an eigenvalue solution of 

I
H

IR
H

RR
H

R HHHHHH  
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2.7 Curve-fitting methods 

2.7.1 Least Square Estimates 

Most of the estimation procedures rely on Least Square Estimation. In 
Figure 2.6, [Y(f)] is a column vector with dimension (P,1), {X(f)} is a column 
vector with dimension (Q,1), and [H(f)] is a matrix with dimension (P,Q). Thus 
an individual element Hpq(f) is the frequency response between input xq and 
output yp. Row number p in [H] contains the frequency responses that sum up 
into output signal yp, and a column number q in [H] contains the frequency 
responses for input signal xq.  

By multiplying equation (2.9) by {X}H, the Hermitian transpose of {X}, and 
take expected values of each term, one obtains a least squares solution as 

nxxxyx GGHG  

If one assume that all the noise sources in {N} are independent of the 
measured input signals, the cross spectrum matrix [Gnx] in equation (2.11) will 
be zero, [7]. Post-multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of [Gxx], 
gives the MIMO H1 estimator as  

1

1
ˆ ˆ

xxyx GGH

2.7.2 Rational Fraction Polynomial method 

The rational fraction form is merely the ratio of two polynomials, where in 
general the orders of the numerator and denominator polynomials are 
independent of one another. The denominator polynomial is also referred to as 
the characteristic polynomial of the system. This method works in the 
frequency domain. 

js

n

k
k

k

m

k
k

k

sb

sa
H

0

0

These values of s are also called the roots of the characteristic polynomial. 
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Hence, by curve fitting the analytical form in equation (2.15) to FRF data, 
and then solving for the roots of both the numerator and characteristic 
polynomials, the poles and zeros of the transfer function can be determined, 
[11]. 

This MDOF method fits the analytical expression (1) to an FRF 
measurement in a least-squared error sense, and in the process, the coefficients 
of the numerator and denominator polynomials are identified. Once these 
coefficients are known, it is a straightforward matter to obtain the poles, the 
zeroes, and the modal properties (poles and residues) of the FRF. This method 
has been implemented in a variety of commercially available modal software 
packages and has been used successfully on a large variety of FRF 
measurements, [12]. 

2.8 Modal Assurance Criterion 

The modal assurance criterion (MAC) is the most common tool for the 
purpose to compare the similarity between different mode shapes. It is extended 
to allow an assessment between analytical and experimental modal vectors. 

The MAC value between two modes {ui } and {ej } is defined by 

j
T

ji
T

i

j
T

i
ij eeuu

eu
MAC

2

where, i denotes the ith  vector  from analytical modal matrix, j denotes the 
jth vector from experimental modal matrix. 

It can be interpreted as the normalized correlation coefficient between the 
two vectors. The MAC value is a value between zero and unity, which is used 
to detect the similarity between two modes. Low values of MAC indicate little 
correlation between the two vectors whereas high values indicate very high 
correlation. 

The MAC is usually computed as a matrix of one of two kinds. The MAC 
between a certain set of modes and the same set of modes is called AutoMAC. 
The MAC between two different sets of modes is called CrossMAC. 

An important concept of the MAC is that measurement DOFs can be chosen 
to minimize cross-MAC values. This is a common way of selecting 
measurement DOFs, particularly when the aim is to use the EMA results to 
verify an analytical model, where it is important to be able to separate the modes 
from the analytical model and the EMA. 
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The AutoMAC matrix is also often used to assess the quality of the 
parameter extraction results. In such cases, high AutoMAC values of the off-
diagonal are taken as indications that the modes have not been properly 
separated by the mode shape extraction process. This, however, requires that 
the selection of measurement DOFs has been carefully done, [7]. 

The coordinate modal assurance criteria (CoMAC) gives an indication of the 
contribution of each DOF to the MAC for a given mode pair. Low values of 
CoMAC indicate little contribution whereas high values of CoMAC indicate 
very high contribution, [13]. 

m

c

m

c
c
k

c
k

m

c
c
k

c
k

eu

eu
kCoMAC

1 1

22

2

1

where, uk
c denotes kth element of cth vector from analytical modal matrix, 

ek
c denotes kth element of cth vector from experimental modal matrix, c is 

1,2…m modes. 
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3 Numerical modelling 
3.1 Introduction 

In mathematics, the finite element method (FEM) is a numerical technique 
for finding approximate solutions for partial differential equations. It uses 
subdivision of a whole problem domain into simpler parts, called finite 
elements, and variational methods from the calculus of variations to solve the 
problem by minimizing an associated error function, [14]. The finite-element 
model of roller machine (type CC1200) is provided by Dynapac using NX 
IDEAS.  

3.2 Model solution 

The finite-element model is shown in Figure 3.1. The water tank and upper 
shell in front of the machine are not considered in the testing model. The red 
springs in the figure represent robber support and connections. The model is 
meshed with 31813 elements and the total mass of that is 1975 kg. After 
checking the physical properties of the model, i.e. model dimensions, a 
dynamic analysis is carried on this model. The testing model is shown as Figure 
3.1. 

 
Figure 3.1. Model CC1200. 

The type of dynamic analysis is chosen as Response Dynamics which is a 
mode acceleration method. The mode shapes have been scaled to unit mass 
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mode shapes. The interested frequency range is set as 0-200 Hz. Solution 
settings are shown as below. 

Software NX I-DEAS 6.4  

Model CC1200 provided by Dynapac 

Type of solution Response Dynamic 

Mode scaling method Unit modal mass 

Solution control Modes between 0 to 200 Hz 

The output of dynamic analysis consists of mode shapes, resonances, stress 
and strain. 

3.3 Numerical results 

After solving the dynamic analysis, 100 natural frequencies correlated 100 
mode shapes are obtained. The most important resonances which are between 
40 Hz and 110 Hz are shown in Table 3.1. This frequency range is chosen 
according to the operation frequency when the roller is under working state, 
such as motor and roller driving frequency. If the operation frequency of motor 
or roller matches the nature frequency of machine structure, it can cause serious 
damage. That is why it is important to discover and try to avoid such frequency. 
The 

Table 3.1. 29 mode shapes in the range of 40-110 Hz. 

Mode Frequency Description 

1 36.1 Hz ROPS bend, the top part swing back and forth. 
Whole structure band swing along y-axis. 

2 42 Hz The ROPS and rear frame twist, driving and 
vibration sides swing back and forth in opposite 
phase. 

3 52.5 Hz Fork of both side in the front frame bend 
swings back and forth in opposite phase, front 
frame rotary. 
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4 61.5 Hz Driver plate and steering column twist swing 

5 64.8 Hz ROPS two sides bending in and out in same 
phase, the back driving fork banding in and out. 

6 65.6 Hz Driving plate bending along y-axis, and 
steering column bending swings. 

7 66.1 Hz Forks in the front frame both side twisted 
swing back and forth, in and out in same phase, 
rear frame and ROPS bend swing lightly in same 
phase. 

8 67.6 Hz The driving forks bending twisted swing in 
opposite phase, the vibration forks swing lightly 
in opposite phase to driving forks. ROPS bend 
swing in and out lightly in same rhythm. 

9 68.2 Hz Driving forks banding swing in same phase, 
ROPS bending in and out in same phase. The 
front part of structure swing lightly than the rear 
part. 

10 70.5 Hz The front vibration fork and the rear driving 
fork twisted swing back and forth in opposite 
phase, ROPS two side twisted in opposite phase 

11 74.3 Hz Rear forks and ROPS bending twisted. The 
rear vibration fork swing most strongly. 

12 77.3 Hz The whole structure’s left and right side 
twisted swing back and forth in opposite phase. 

13 84.0 Hz Vibration forks bend swing in same phase, the 
rear fork swing much more than the front fork. 

14 84.5 Hz The front vibration fork bend swing in and 
out, the rear vibration fork swing lightly in 
opposite phase.  
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15 84.9 Hz The rear vibration fork bending in and out.  

16 86.1 Hz The front forks twisted in and out in same 
phase, the rear vibration forks twisted in opposite 
phase as the front fork, ROPS two side swing 
back and forth in opposite phase.  

17 87.4 Hz The vibration forks twisted swing in same 
phase. The front fork swing more than rear fork. 

18 93.2 Hz The vibration forks twisted swing in opposite 
phase. The rear fork swing much more than front 
fork. 

19 97.5 Hz The front forks twisted swings in and out in 
same phase. The rear frame and ROPS swings 
lightly. 

20 97.7 Hz Driving plate bend swing up and down along 
y axis.  

21 98.5 Hz Driving plate bend swing up and down along 
y axis strongly. 

22 98.6 Hz ROPS two side bend swing back and forth in 
the same phase, all forks rotary swings lightly in 
the same phase, sheets in front of rear frame bend 
swing back and forth in same phase as ROPS. 

23 100 Hz ROPS two side bend swing in the same phase, 
forks rotary swings lightly in same phase, sheets 
in front of rear frame bend swing back and forth 
in opposite phase as ROPS. 

24 104 Hz The front forks bending swings in and out in 
same phase, the rear driving fork bending swing 
lightly in same phase as front driving fork. 
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25 104 Hz Sheet under water tank bending swings up and 
down, the rear driving fork rotary swings 
strongly. 

26 104 Hz Sheet under water tank bending swings up and 
down. 

27 107 Hz The front forks rotary swing in and out in the 
same phase, sheet behind water tank bending 
swing. 

28 109 Hz Driver seat swings right end left. 

29 109 Hz The rear forks bend swings in opposite phase, 
the vibration forks swing more than driving fork. 

The first structure frequency is 20 Hz according to the result of FEM result, 
which should be considered when determining the number of buffers. The rigid 
frequency should be around one tenth of the structure frequency for the 
experimental setup. 

296 nodes are selected symmetrically as response points in the numerical 
model based on the principle of providing good separation of modes. The 
correlation between modes at frequency range of 30 – 110 Hz is shown in 
Figure 3.2. AutoMAC that provide information concerning the correlation 
between modes, which should show the low values at off-diagonal elements. 
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 Figure 3.2. AutoMAC of modes in FEM model. 

The response points are selected based on the purpose of separating each 
mode shapes and making them independent to each other, which means that the 
off-diagonal of AutoMAC matrix should be as small as possible, best as zero. 
Figure 3.2 shows that the correlation between mode 13 (84 Hz) and 
15 (84.9 Hz) is very high, which can cause the difficulty of distinguishing this 
two modes. 
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4 Experimental modelling 
Experimental modal analysis is one of the most important technologies in 

structural dynamics. It is a common analysis way to industrial applicability, 
such as testing, modeling’s problem or validation, especially in large industrial 
structures, [5]. It is a standard application in mechanical product development.  

Casual, stable and time-invariant are three criteria that must be fulfilled to 
carry on a modal analysis. The modal model can be described as  
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Where the transfer function matrices [H(jω)] is divided into a number of 
modes. Each mode is described by residue [Ar] and poles (eigenvalues) λr. 

4.1 Test preparation 

There are some preparation need to do before the test. 

Selection of boundary conditions. This is one of the most important phase 
before the collection of the testing data. Here we choose the free-free boundary 
conditions. It means that the structure is not fixed on the ground, it can move 
freely in all coordinate directions. In order to achieve the condition, the machine 
is placed on the stabling plates with rubber mats as shown in Figure 4.1. 

Finding the rigid frequency and determining the number of buffers. Under 
free-free boundary conditions, the rigid frequency should be significantly lower 
than the structure frequency so that the transfer function for modal analysis can 
be collected with a high accuracy. The first structural frequency is 20 Hz in 
FEM model, while the rigid body’s mode frequency should be 10 times lower 
than the first structure frequency.  

The numbers of stabling plates and buffers are calculated according to 
instruction from Dynapac. The rigid frequency is pre-calculated as 3.33 Hz with 
4 modal stabling plates and 8 buffers on each top. Since the percentage is about 
17%, a few more buffers are required. In the test phase, each plate has four 15-
3445 buffers under and ten 15-3458 buffers above for safe case. 
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Figure 4.1. Rubber plate for free-free condition. 

The specification of buffers are shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Specification modal stabling plates. 

Weight modal stabling plates, M1 10 kg/plat 

Buffer above the plate Art.nr. 15-3458  

(Dynapac p/n 92 56 29) 

Buffer under the plate Art.nr. 15-3445  

(Dynapac p/n 45 01 24) 

Determining excitation and response points. In order to obtain good response 
from testing structure and compare with IDEAS, 296 points are defined on the 
structure during measurement as same as those defined in IDEAS model in 
previous section. A global coordinate system is defined based on the origin 
coordinate that is located at the front edge of the machine with ground level as 
shown in Figure 4.3. The measuring points are defined with xyz direction as 
the direction in the global system. 
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Figure 4.2. Whole machine without water tank. 

 
Figure 4.3. Origin of the coordinate. 

Calibration of the hammer. Two transducers are calibrated with a simple 
hammer software before the modal testing.  
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Software and equipment. Brüel & Kjaer PULSE LAN and its software is 
used for modal testing. The type of equipment is Portable PULSETM (Brüel & 
Kjaer). MTC simple hammer is used for calibration and post-testing, MTC 
hammer is used for hammer testing and MTC shaker is used for shaker testing, 
[15]. 

4.1.1 Hammer test preparation 

The impact hammer and accelerometers are connected on the Portable 
PULSETM (Brüel & Kjaer). It is necessary to know that which accelerometer is 
connected on which channel. The specifications of transducers and 
accelerometers without TEDS are required to be written in the Workbook 
manually. The hammer measurement system is shown in Figure 4.4. 

 
Figure 4.4. Hammer measurement system. 

The specification of testing equipment is presented in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2. Specification of transducer and accelerometers.  

 Type Sensitivity  Direction Channel  

Force 
transducer 

ID 
0760 

156.7μV/N y 1 

Accelero
-meter 1 

ID 
0632 

98.85 mV/ms-2 x 3 

106.9 mV/ms-2 y 4 

100.6 mV/ms-2 z 5 

Accelero
-meter 2 

356B 
18 

98.98 mV/ms-2 x 6 

97.96 mV/ms-2 y 7 

97.78 mV/ms-2 z 8 

Accelero
-meter 3 

356B 
18 

104.5 mV/ms-2 x 9 

101.3 mV/ms-2 y 10 

96.9 mV/ms-2 z 11 

Some input data should be written in the program before the real test, such 
as model geometry, the definition of excitation and response points, DOFs 
definition and the coordinates of accelerometers. Each accelerometer has 
corresponded response points, the local coordinates of accelerometer in some 
response points must be adjusted on the inclined surfaces or where the 
accelerometer cannot be mounted in the same direction as the global 
coordination system. Some of response points are shown as in Figure 4.2. 

The response accelerometers are mounted by bees’ wax on the structure. A 
proper hammer tip is chosen for the selected frequency span. An extra hammer 
mass is used to check the calibration and 1/FRF displays the dynamic mass of 
measured system. 

Pretesting: 

The measurement setup settings are determined as in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3. Measurement setup for impulse hammer. 

Type Settings 

Number of frequency lines 800 

Frequency range 0-200 Hz 

Frequency interval ∆f 0.25 Hz 

Number of averaging 5 

Windows of response signals Rectangular 

FRF and coherence are necessary to be investigated before the modal testing. 
The FRF and coherence of the transfer function can be observed by knocking 
on the structure. A relative good coherence with a value around one within the 
interested frequency range can be obtained by trying different block size. The 
imagine part of FRF at driving point must be in the same direction within the 
interested frequency range (negative direction). Anti-resonance should exist 
and phase turns 180 ° between two resonances. The Maxwell's reciprocal 
theorem (Hij = Hji) is checked to see the reciprocity.  

 
Figure 4.5. Excitation point p6 and p230. 

Points 6 and 230 as shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.9 are selected as 
excitation points according to the comparison of the reciprocity. The selected 
excitation points are rigid points that are well connected to the structure 
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compared with the points that move locally and specially contribute vibrations 
to the rest of the structure. Figure 4.6 shows good reciprocity between the 
selected excitation points. 

 
Figure 4.6. Reciprocity of p6 and p230. 

4.1.2 Shaker test preparation 

The preparation of shaker testing is similar as hammer testing. Brüel & Kjaer 
PULSE MTC shaker is used for modal testing with shakers. All the geometry 
data, specifications of force transducer and accelerometer of the modelling are 
imported into software. 

Two shakers (LDS 406) connected to two LDS PA100E Power Amplifier 
and the amplifier is connected to the computer which generates signals. Two 
force transducers are calibrated and connected to Portable PULSETM input 
channel 1 and 2. Three accelerometers (3DOF) is connected to the Portable 
PULSETM (Brüel & Kjaer) as shown in Figure 4.7.   

 
Figure 4.7. Accelerometer output connection. 

The shaker measurement system is shown in Figure 4.8. 

0.00E+00 2.00E+01 4.00E+01 6.00E+01 8.00E+01 1.00E+02 1.20E+02
0.00E+00
2.00E-03
4.00E-03
6.00E-03
8.00E-03
1.00E-02

Reciprocity 

3y 2y
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Figure 4.8. Shaker measurement system. 

 
Figure 4.9. Structure connected to machine. 

The specification of testing equipment is presented in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4. Specification of transducer and accelerometers. 

 Type Sensitivity  Direction Channel  

Shakers 

Force 
transducer1 

LDS 406 

PCB208
A03 sn1164 

 

2.503 mV/N 

 

y 

 

1 

Force 
transducer2 

PCB208
C02 
sn17237 

 

10.434 mV/N 

 

y 

 

2 

Acceler
ometer1 

ID 0632 98.85 mV/ms-2 x 3 

109.9 mV/ms-2 y 4 

100.6 mV/ms-2 z 5 

Acceler
ometer2 

356B 18 98.98 mV/ms-2 x 6 

97.96 mV/ms-2 y 7 

97.78 mV/ms-2 z 8 

Acceler
ometer3 

356B 18 104.5 mV/ms-2 x 9 

101.3 mV/ms-2 y 10 

96.9 mV/ms-2 z 11 

Pretesting: 

In order to obtain good result from excitation test, measurement setup for 
the shakers is the most important and time consuming step. Two supports are 
built to hang the shakers, both fixed and half-loosing ways are tested as shown 
in Figure 4.10. The left one of Figure 4.10 is chosen by comparing a few testing 
results.  
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Figure 4.10. Two types of shaker fixture. 

The excitation points are chosen as same as those in hammer testing, points 
6 and 230. While roving hammer requires 5 hits on each excitation point per 
measurement respectively, and shakers excite simultaneously. 

Acetone is used to clean the surface around excitation points before 
mounting for a good adherence. Glue is used to mount the force transducers on 
structure. The mounted transducers and used glue are shown in Figure 4.11. 

 
Figure 4.11. Force transducer and glue. 

Burst random is chosen as excitation signal since it has all the advantages of 
random excitation and no leakage with self-windowing. LMS PIMENTO 
software is used to generate input signals for the shakers. The signals are 
defined with low pass (200Hz) as shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12. Random burst signals. 

To prevent leakage due to unclear die out signal within sample interval, the 
measurement setup settings are determined as below. 

Table 4.5. Measurement setup for shaker MIMO. 

Type Settings 

Type of input signals Random burst 

Trigger level of signals 10 N with delay -0.050 s. 

Length of input signals 4 s (burst 2.5 s, die 1.5 s) 

Number of frequency lines 800 

Frequency range 0-200 Hz 

Frequency interval ∆f 0.25 Hz 

Number of averaging 50 

Windows of response signals Rectangular 

The FRF H1 estimated at the driving point, corresponding multiple 
coherence functions and ordinary coherence between two input forces are 
shown in following figures.  
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Figure 4.13. Driving point FRFs H1. 

 
Figure 4.14. Multiple coherence of driving point. 
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Figure 4.15. Ordinary coherence between two input forces.  

 
Figure 4.16. Autospectra of two force signals. 

The multiple coherence function is checked to measure the degree of linear 
relationship between all inputs and an output. The amplitude is almost one 
within the frequency range as shown in Figure 4.14, which indicates that there 
are no problems in regard to uncorrelated noise, insufficient frequency 
resolution or non-linear behaviour. 

The ordinary coherence between the two input forces in Figure 4.15 shows 
that the forces are sufficiently uncorrelated at all frequencies so that proper 
calculations of FRFs can be carried on in MIMO testing.  

Proper excitation forces at all frequencies is shown in the autospectra of two 
input force signals in Figure 4.16. 
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It is assumed that the tested systems behave linearly so that the response is 
always proportional to the excitation. Three conditions of FRF can implicate 
the assumption, superposition homogeneity, and reciprocity. The FRF is not 
dependent on the type of excitation waveform and excitation level and it 
satisfies Maxwell’s Reciprocity Theorem. Since the amplitude of FRFs with 
those two levels (60 N & 80 N) are same within the interested frequency, as 
well as with random and random burst, nonlinear system is not excited on the 
structure. 

 
Figure 4.17. FRFs in two levels of excited forces. 

4.2 Experimental test results 

4.2.1 Hammer test result 

Modal estimations are carried out in software Matlab and Reflex after data 
acquisition. Least Squares Complex Exponential Method (LSCE), and Rational 
Fraction Polynomial Method (RFP) are two curve-fitting methods applied in 
Matlab and Reflex, respectively. The modes from hammer testing are described 
in Table 4.6. The mode shapes are attached in Appendix 1. 

Table 4.6. Hammer testing result from Reflex. 

Mode  Frequency 
(Hz) 

Damping ratio Description 

1 43.5 3.1 Whole structure bending 
along y-axis. ROPS two side 
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bend swing back and forth in 
same phase. 

2 46.8 0.76 ROPS swing left and right 
in same phase. Right side 
swing more than left side. 

3 57.3 2.0 Vibration forks bend swing 
back and forth in same phase. 
Driving forks twist swing in 
same phase with each other but 
in opposite phase with 
vibration forks. 

4 58.7 1.8 Vibration forks bend twist 
swing in same phase. Driving 
forks bend twist swing in same 
phase, but in opposite phase to 
vibration forks. The rear forks 
swing lightly than the front 
forks. 

5 59.3 2.1 All forks bend swing back 
and forth in same phase. 

6 61.8 0.9 Forks bend swing in 
opposite phase. (Front opp. 
back; driving opp. vibration). 

7 64.3 1.7 Vibration forks bend swing 
back and forth in same phase. 

8 68.1 3.2 The rear vibration fork 
bend twisted swing, the sheet 
in front of rear frame bend 
swing back and forth. 

9 71.4 2.1 The rear driving fork and 
the front vibration fork bend 
swing in same phase, the rear 
driving fork swing more than 
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vibration fork. ROPS two 
sides swing back and forth. 

10 77.2 1.8 The rear vibration forks 
twisted bend swing in and out, 
back and forth. The rear 
driving forks swing up and 
down lightly in same phase. 

11 80.1 1.7 The rear forks bend swing 
in and out. ROPS two sides 
bend swing lightly in same 
phase. 

12 85.4 2.4 The sheet in front of rear 
frame bend swing back and 
forth, all the forks bend swing 
lightly in same phase. 

13 91.7 2.9 The rear forks bend swing 
in same phase, at the same 
time the back sheet of rear 
frame bend swing back and 
forth. ROPS two sides bend 
swing in and out in same 
phase. 

14 98.6 2.4 Forks bend twist swing 
back and forth, driving forks 
and vibration forks are in 
opposite phase, and front forks 
are in opposite phase to rear 
forks. ROPS two side twist 
swing back and forth in 
opposite phase. 

15 107.9 1.0 The sheet in front of rear 
frame bend swing back and 
forth, the rear vibration fork 
twisted swing in and out, the 
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ROPS two side swing in and 
out in same phase.  

4.2.2 Shaker test result 

The modes from shaker testing are described in Table 4.7. The modes figures 
are attached in Appendix 1. 

Table 4.7. Shaker testing result from Reflex. 

Mode  Frequency 
(Hz) 

Damping ratio Description 

1 44.4 2.7 Whole structure bending 
along y-axis. ROPS two side 
twisted swing back and forth 
in opposite phase. 

2 47.0 0.6 ROPS swing left and right 
in same phase. 

3 53.5 0.7 The vibration forks bend 
swing back and forth, in and 
out in same phase. The front 
driving fork swing in same 
phase as the vibration fork. 
The rear driving fork swing in 
and out lightly.   

4 59.2 1.7 Forks bend twist swing 
back and forth, in and out, 
driving forks and vibration 
forks are in opposite phase, 
and front forks are in opposite 
phase to rear forks. The rear 
vibration fork swings most. 
ROPS two side twist swing 
back and forth in opposite 
phase. 
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5 61.5 1.3 Forks bend twist swing 
back and forth, same time 
swing in and out, driving forks 
and vibration forks are in 
opposite phase, the front and 
rear forks are in same phase, 
the rear driving fork swing 
much strongly than other fork. 
ROPS twisted swing back and 
forth in opposite phase. 

6 62.1 1.5 Driving forks bend twist 
swing back and forth, in and 
out in same phase. Vibration 
forks bend twist swing in 
opposite phase to driving 
forks. 

7 68.2 0.9 Driving forks bend twist 
swing in same phase. 
Vibration forks bend twist 
swing in opposite phase to 
driving forks. The rear forks 
swing more than the front 
forks, rear vibration fork 
swing most. The front sheet of 
rear frame bend swing back 
and forth. 

8 72.2 0.6 All forks bend swing back 
and forth in same phase. The 
front vibration fork swing the 
most. 

9 78.1 1.7 The vibration fork bend 
twisted swing in same phase. 

10 83.4 1.2 The rear frame’s front and 
back sheet bend swing back 
and forth in same phase. Rear 
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forks twisted swing strongly in 
same phase. The front forks 
swing back and forth in 
opposite phase. 

11 85.8 2.0 The vibration fork bend 
twisted swing in same phase, 
front fork swings more than 
rear fork.  The sheet in front of 
rear frame bend swing back 
and forth. ROPS two side 
swing back and forth in 
opposite phase. 

12 88.3 1.8 The whole structure twisted 
swing, vibration forks and 
driving forks swing back and 
forth in opposite phase. The 
rear forks swing more than the 
front forks.  

13 92.8 2.2 The rear frame’s front and 
back sheets bend swing back 
and forth strongly in same 
phase. The rear forks twisted 
swing in and out, back and 
forth in same phase. 

14 99.7 2.1 The front forks twisted 
swing in and out, and the front 
frame swing right and left. The 
rear forks bend swing in and 
out in same phase, rear frame’s 
front and back sheets bend 
swing back and forth in 
opposite phase.  

15 103.2 2.4 The front vibration fork 
bend swing in and out 
strongly. The front sheet of 
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rear frame bend swing back 
and forth.  

16 107.0 1.2 The rear forks bend swing 
left and right in same phase. 
The front sheet of rear frame 
bend swing back and forth 
strongly, same time the back 
sheet of rear frame swing 
lightly in same phase.  

4.3 Estimated parameters 

AutoMAC is used to compare all the possible combinations of estimated 
mode pairs for hammer test and shaker test respectively. Values between 0 and 
1 are proportional to the degree of correlation between the mode shapes. The 
value of 1.0 shows the analysis mode shape pairs that exactly match and 0 
shows the pairs that are completely unrelated.  

Two curve-fitting methods are applied in the analytical progress to select a 
better method, least square method and rational fraction polynomial method. 

4.3.1 Least Square Method (LSCE) 

AutoMAC of the estimated modes by using impact hammer with LSCE is 
shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18. AutoMAC of hammer estimation with LSCE. 

AutoMAC of the estimated modes by using shaker MIMO with LSCE is 
shown in Figure 4.19. 

 
Figure 4.19. AutoMAC of shaker estimation with LSCE. 
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4.3.2 Rational Fraction Polynomial – z (RFP-z) 

AutoMAC of the estimated modes by using impact hammer with RFP-z is 
shown in Figure 4.20. 

 
Figure 4.20. AutoMAC of hammer estimation with RFP-z. 

AutoMAC of the estimated modes by using shaker MIMO with RFP-z is 
shown in Figure 4.21. 

 
Figure 4.21. AutoMAC of shaker estimation with RFP-z. 
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To ensure that the estimated modes from experiment are well separated and 
the off-diagonals of AutoMac matrix are low, 15 modes are found in hammer 
testing and 16 modes from shaker testing data estimation, while there are 29 
modes in analytical model and six are local modes among them. 
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5 Comparison between numerical 
model and experimental model 

5.1 Quality 

The CrossMAC is used to compare the results between the experimental 
model and the FEM model. The compared results between FEM and 
experiment by using LSCE are shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Comparison between NX I-DEAS and experiment with LSCE. 

 I-DEAS vs hammer I-DEAS vs shaker 

2d 
MAC 

  

3d 
MAC 

  

3 
highest 
match 
mode 

1: 0.3035 

Hammer mode 9 – I-DEAS 
mode 13 

1: 0.422  

Shaker mode 8 – I-DEAS 
mode 13 

The compared results between FEM and experiment by using RFP-z are 
shown in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2. Comparison between NX-IDEAS and experiment with RFP-z. 

 I-DEAS vs hammer I-DEAS vs shaker 

2d 
MAC 

  

3d 
MAC 

  

3 
highest 
match 
mode 

1: 0.4665  

Hammer mode 8 – I-DEAS 
mode 18 

2: 0.4174 

Hammer mode 5 – I-DEAS 
mode 17 

3: 0.3930   

Hammer mode 7 – I-DEAS 
mode 17 

1: 0.6668  

Shaker mode 7 – I-DEAS 
mode 17 

2: 0.5537 

Shaker mode 8 – I-DEAS 
mode 18 

3: 0.4127 

Shaker mode 4 – I-DEAS 
mode 9 

According to CrossMAC, the results by using FRP-z is better than those by 
using LSCE, thus the next comparison is carried on with FRP-z method. Both 
shaker MIMO and impulse hammer have relative higher correlations in mode 
7 and 8 with FEM mode 17 and 18, respectively. Those mode shapes are 
compared as below. The mode 5 and 7 from hammer testing are difficult to be 
separated while the problem does not exist in shaker MIMO testing.  
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Mode shape comparison: FEM 17, hammer 7 and shaker 7 

 I-DEAS Hammer 
Corelation: 39.3% 

Shaker 
Corelation: 66.7% 

Mode 17 7 7 
Frequency 87.4 Hz 64.2637Hz 68.1960Hz 
Description The vibration 

forks twisted 
swing in same 
phase. The front 
fork swing more 
than rear fork. 

Vibration forks 
bend and swing 
back and forth in 
same phase. The 
front forks swing 
more than rear 
forks, the driving 
forks swing lightly 
in same phase as 
vibration forks. 

Driving forks bend 
and twisted swing 
in same phase. 
Vibration forks 
bend and twisted 
swing in opposite 
phase to driving 
forks. The front 
sheet of rear frame 
and steering column 
bend and swing 
back and forth. 

Figure 

 
 

 The figures above show how the measuring points move in x, 
y and z direction. All the modes have the biggest displacement 
at the vibration forks (points 115 to 122, and points 174 to 
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181). The points from shaker measurement have the same 
moving direction with lower amplitude than FEM model, 
while the hammer shows that the vibration forks are moving 
in the opposite direction as FEM model. 

Mode shape comparison: FEM 18, hammer 8 and shaker 8 

 I-DEAS Hammer 
Corelation: 46.6% 

Shaker 
Corelation: 55.3% 

Mode 
shaper 

18 8 8 

Frequency 93.2 Hz 68.09Hz 72.16 Hz 
Description The vibration 

forks twisted bend 
swing. The front 
sheet of rear frame 
swing back and 
forth. The ROPS 
twisted swing 
back and forth. 

The rear vibration 
fork bend twisted 
swing, the sheet in 
front of rear frame 
bend swing back 
and forth. 

The vibration forks 
twisted bend swing 
back and forth in 
same phase. The 
ROPS twisted swing 
back and forth. 

Figure 

 
 

 
 The figures above show how the measuring points move in x, 

y and z direction. All the modes have the big displacement 
with same direction at the vibration forks (points 115 to 122, 
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and points 174 to 181), the front sheet of rear frame (points 
202 – 209 and 252 – 259), ROPS (points 229 – 242 and 279 – 
292) and the driving side of rear frame. The mode shapes from 
FEM model show the biggest amplitude at two vibration forks, 
while those from shaker and hammer show lower displacement 
in all the direction at these two places. However, the FEM and 
experiments show same moving direction at ROPS and the 
results from shaker testing are more close to FEM model.  

The frequency comparison between analytical and experimental result is 
shown in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.1. 

Table 5.3. Comparison between analytical and experimental result. 

Nr.  IDEAS 
model 

frequency 
(Hz) 

Hammer 
model 

frequency 
(Hz) 

Error 
IDEAS vs 
Hammer 

(%) 

Shaker 
model 

frequency 
(Hz) 

Error 
IDEAS vs 
Shaker (%) 

9 68.2   59.2 13.2 

17 87.4 59,3 32.1 68.2 21.9 

18 93.2 68.1 26.9 72.2 22.5 

 
Figure 5.1. Frequency comparison between FEM and experiments 

From the frequency comparison result, it is shown that the shaker MIMO 
measurement gives less error compared with FEM than hammer measurement. 
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The results from CrossMAC show poor correlation between FEM and 
experimental model, while the FRFs from two experimental testing data show 
good repeatability. Thus, a modes comparison between impact hammer and 
shaker method is investigated with CrossMAC as shown in Figure 5.2.  The 
CrossMAC shows not very good correlation as expected, which indicates that 
the experimental measurement can be improved.  

 
Figure 5.2. CrossMAC between two experimental testings. 

Since the CrossMAC between analytical model and experimental model is 
poor, the CoMAC between those two models is required to find the correlation 
on one DOF basis. Some parts of the structure that contribute low degrees of 
correlation can be identified with this method. The contributions of all parts in 
single DOF are shown as below. 
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Figure 5.3. CoMAC between FEM and experimental testing in x-axis. 

 
Figure 5.4. CoMAC between FEM and experimental testing in y-axis. 
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Figure 5.5. CoMAC between FEM and experimental testing in z-axis. 

The figures show that the rear part contributes better for the correlation than 
the front part from the CoMACs above. Points close to joints or rubber 
connections show bad contributions. The frame under water tank contributes 
low degree in y direction. Forks contributes bad at x and y directions. The front 
of rear frame contributes low degree in z direction. The steering column shows 
good contribution in y-direction, while low in x and z directions. The side that 
close to excitation point of ROPS shows low contribution in x direction, while 
good in y and z direction.  

The result from CoMAC shows that the contributions from shaker 
measurement is not better than that from hammer, and it is not under expected 
that y direction contribute even worse than other directions. The problem may 
be caused by the unexpected noise during the setup of shaker. One excitation 
point gives unsmooth curve (blue one) in the interested frequency range as 
shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6. Zoom reciprocity between 40-110 Hz. 
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5.2 Economy 

Due to the lack of response from the product company that used during the 
experiments, other similar business companies are consulted on the equipment 
costs. All prices are consulted from a few companies from other countries and 
the prices are converted into Swedish kronor according to the daily exchange 
rate at http://www.valuta.se/. The cost of hammer are given in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4. Cost of impact hammer. 

 Specifications Price 

(SEK) 

Shipping 

(SEK) 

Total 

(SEK) 

DYT-5805A 
Impulse 
Hammer 

 
www.reliabil

itydirectstore.co
m  

22241N range   

1MV/LBF 

Sledge 
Hammer 

Head weight: 
450 g 

Includes 4 
impact tips 

 

10 076 1163  11 239     

DYT-
5800B4 Impulse 
Hammer 

 
www.reliabil

itydirectstore.co
m  

2224N range   

10 mV/LbF 

Head weight: 
100 grams 

BNC 
connector 

Includes 3 
impact tips 

 

6 417  838  7 256,06  
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LC-04A 
Impulse 
Hammer  

 

 

LC-02A 
Impulse 
Hammer 

 

 

 

LC-01A 
Impulse 
Hammer 

 

 
(

) 
(www.1688.co
m) 

60 kN range 

Head weight: 
300 g 

Includes 4 
impact tips 

5KN range 

Head weight: 
200 g 

Includes 4 
impact tips 

2 kN range  

Head weight: 
40 g 

 

 

One year 
warranty 

3508 

 

 

 

 

2728 

 

 

 

 

2339 

 

 

 

The cost of hammer are given in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5. Cost of Shaker. 

 Specifications Price 

(SEK) 

Shipping 

(SEK) 

Total 

(SEK) 

JZK-20  
shaker exciter 

JZK-30T, 
shaker exciter  

200N  
 

300N 

10 785 
 

22 741 
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JZK-50  
shaker exciter 

(www.1688.co
m) 

(
) 

 

500N 

 

 

 

One year 
warranty 

 

25 340 

JZ-40T  
shaker exciter  

JZ-50  
shaker exciter 

 
(

)

400N 

 

500N  

 

23 391 

 

24 690 

  

MB 
Dynamics 
Modal 50 
Electrodynamic 
Shaker Exciter 
Ling Vibration 
Test 

 

222N 39233 1656 40 889 
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The comparison with cost effective aspect is described as below. 

Table 5.6. Comparison with respect to cost effectiveness. 

 Hammer shaker 

Costs  

 Equipment 
and delivery fees 

2500~10 000 
SEK (1st) 

20 000~50 000 
SEK (2st) 

 Additional 
equipment 

 

 

Measurement 
system 

Measurement 
system + 

power 
amplifiers + 

signal 
generators + 

supports 

Energy  0.98 kW 

Laboring ≥990 hits 0 hit 

Experience 10-year 
working 
experience 

0 

 Time: 

Preparing time 

Testing time 

 

0  

15 h with 
5 averages 

 

8 hours 

15 h with 50 
averages 

Results 

 Highest match 46,65% 66,68% 

 Optimization 
possibility 

low high 

The cost of shaker MIMO experiment is much more expensive than hammer 
experiment. The price of shaker raised more when the force limitation is over 
300 N due to higher force requirement. Shaker testing requires more energy 
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than hammer whereas hammer testing requires more labouring. Shaker MIMO 
does not show the merits in this experiment since the results from both methods 
are quite close, which does not mean that shaker MIMO is not good because of 
the lack of experience of using new method. There is limited room to improve 
by using impulse hammer method since the method has been used by the 
company for long term, while still much room exists to improve the new 
method by using shaker MIMO in the future. 
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6 Conclusion and future work 
6.1 Comment and conclusion 

The two studied measurement methods cost approximately same time, about 
15 hours. At least ten days are required to prepare a measurement, such as 
determining number of rubber buffers, excitation and response points, setting 
DOFs coordinates and calibration. Preparation time for shaker testing requires 
approximate four to five days more than hammer, such as making shaker 
fixtures, adjust signal generator, etc. 

Presented experimental results show poor correlation compared to 
theoretical results from FEM. This may, for example, be caused by many 
reasons, such as many local modes, lack of excitation points, unexpected noise, 
uncertainties related to measurement equipment or method, error of 
measurement point position or direction, etc.  

The result from shaker MIMO testing of this machine is a little more reliable 
than hammer testing compared with FEM model. Considering the compared 
results obtained from this machine for now, more experiment can be carried on 
this project for a deep research to see if the structure perform a better result in 
a higher excitation force. 

The cost of shaker MIMO experiment is much more expensive than hammer 
experiment. Hammer test shows more cost effective in this experimental 
measurement, while shaker MIMO shows more improvement room in the 
future.  

6.2 Future work 

A similar test on a sub-system can be carried on to reduce complexity. 
Higher amplitude of force can be applied to provide more energy while a non-
linear system might be triggered out. Shorter and thicker stingers can be chosen 
for higher amplitude of force.  

More small shakers can be used around the machine to excite with different 
directions for well distributing of energy and obtaining more modes in future 
work.  
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Appendix 1: 
Mode shapes 

FEM model 

(NX IDEAS) 29 mode shapes 

 

Mode 1- 36.1 Hz 
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Mode 2- 42 Hz 

 

Mode 3- 52.5 Hz 
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Mode 4- 61.5 Hz 

 

Mode 5- 64.8 Hz 
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Mode 6- 65.6 Hz 

 

Mode 7- 66.1 Hz 
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Mode 8- 67.6 Hz 

 

Mode 9- 68.2 Hz 
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Mode 10- 70.5 Hz 

 

Mode 11- 74.3 Hz 
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Mode 12- 77.3 Hz 

 

Mode 13- 84 Hz 
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Mode 14- 84.5 Hz 

 

Mode 15- 84.9 Hz 
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Mode 16- 86.1 Hz 

 

Mode 17- 87.4 Hz 
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Mode 18- 93.2 Hz 

 

Mode 19- 97.5 Hz 

 

Mode 20- 97.7 Hz 
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Mode 21- 98.5 Hz 

 

Mode 22- 98.6 Hz 
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Mode 23- 100 Hz 

 

Mode 24- 104 Hz 
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Mode 25- 104 Hz 

 

Mode 26- 104 Hz 
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Mode 27- 107 Hz 

 

Mode 28- 109 Hz 
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Mode 29- 109 Hz 
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Hammer 

(Pulse reflex) 15 mode shapes 

Mode  Frequency 

(Hz) 

XZ-plan view 3d view 

1 43.5379 

 

2 46.7800 

  

3 57.2614 
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4 58.7197 

 

5 59.3081 

 

6 61.8006 
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7 64.2637 

8 68.0974 

9 71.3599 
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10 77.1799 

11 80.1138 

12 85.4045 
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13 91.7238 

14 98.6071 

15 107.905 
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Shaker 

(pulse reflex) 16 mode shapes 

Mode  Frequency 

(Hz) 

XZ-plan view 3d view 

1 44.4324 

2 47.0131 
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3 53.5010 

4 59.1965 
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5 61.4928 

6 62.0569 
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7 68.1960 

8 72.1623 
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9 78.1276 

10 83.4133 
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11 85.7834 

12 88.3442 
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13 92.7554 

14 99.7381 
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15 103.179 

16 106.989 
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Appendix 2: 
Equipement 

Type Name ID Calibration 

Modal hammer PCB 1.5 kg ID0760 k=156.7 uV/N 

Shakers LDS 406 BTH  

Stingers Piano steel BTH L=120 mm 

D=1.5mm 

Force 
transducer  

PCB208A03 

SN1164 

 2.503 mV/N 

Force 
transducer 

PCB208C02 

SN17237 

BTH 10.434 mV/N 

Accelerometer. 
ICP 3-axl. 

PCB 356A18 ID0632 X=98.85 
Y=106.9 Z=100.6 
mV/ms-2 

Accelerometer. 
ICP 3-axl. 

PCB JT356B18 ID1012 X=98.98 
Y=97.96 Z=97.78 
mV/ms-2 

Accelerometer. 
ICP 3-axl. 

PCB JT356B18 ID1148 X=104.5 
Y=101.3 Z=96.9 
mV/ms-2 

Modal 
measuring system 

Brüel & Kjær – 
Pulse 3560C. 
Software ver. 19.0 

ID1024  
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Appendix 3: 
MATLAB code 
%COMAC function 
function[comac]=CoMAC(AAA,BB
B,A,B,D) 
x=1;y=2;z=3; 
AAA2=AAA(:,D:3:size((AAA),2)
); 
BBB2=BBB(:,D:3:size((AAA),2)
); LL=size((AAA2),2); 
for jj=1:LL     
    for kk=1:length(A); 
        
ov(kk)=(AAA2(A(kk),jj)*BBB2(
B(kk),jj)); 
        
un1(kk)=(AAA2(A(kk),jj))^2; 
        
un2(kk)=(abs(BBB2(B(kk),jj))
)^2; 
    end 
    
coma(1,jj)=((sum(abs(ov)))^2
)/((sum(un1))*(sum(un2))); 
end 
comac=coma; 
 
% Estimation 
clear all; close all; clc; 
f=0:0.25:200; 
load('H1_final.mat'); 
 
fr1=zeros(size(Data,1), 
size(Data,2)/2-3); 
fr2=zeros(size(Data,1), 
size(Data,2)/2-3); 
jj=1; 
for n=1:2:1776 
    fr1(:,jj)=Data(:,n); 
    fr2(:,jj)=Data(:,n+1); 
    jj=jj+1; 
end 
Ha1=fr1; 
Ha2=fr2; 
Ha1y=Ha1(:,2:3:888); 

Ha2y=Ha2(:,2:3:888); 
Hv1=cvfrfa2v(Ha1,f'); 
Hv2=cvfrfa2v(Ha2,f'); 
 
Hv=zeros(length(f),size(Hv1,
2),2); 
Hv(:,:,1)=[Hv1]; 
Hv(:,:,2)=[Hv2]; 
 [h,t,fs]=impresp(Hv,f); 
mif=modeind1(Hv); 
mmif=muvamif(Hv); 
flow=40; 
fhi=110; 
hN=10; 
N=500; 
poles_final_S14 = 
complexp(h,fs,hN,N,mmif,f,fl
ow,fhi); 
[freq,zeta_new] = 
poles2fd(poles_final_S14); 
disptime=0.1; 
[residues,residuals] = 
pol2resf(Hv,f,poles_final_S1
4,flow,fhi,disptime); 
save poles_final_S14 
 
% CoMAC 
clear all;close all; clc; 
load('hmm15.mat'); 
load('smm16.mat'); 
load('fem29_Mo'); 
fem29=fem29_Mo;  
x=1;y=2;z=3; 
A=[18 17]; 
B=[8 5]; 
[comacx_ha]=CoMAC(fem29,hmm1
5,A,B,x); 
com_h_x=zeros(1,296);com_h_x
_bra=zeros(1,296); 
for ii=1:length(comacx_ha) 
    if comacx_ha(ii)<0.4 
        
com_h_x(ii)=comacx_ha(ii); 
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    elseif 
comacx_ha(ii)>=0.8 
        
com_h_x_bra(ii)=comacx_ha(ii
); 
    end 
end 
comacx_ha=comacx_ha-com_h_x-
com_h_x_bra; 
figure 
bar(com_h_x,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacx_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_x_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (x)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
  
[comacy_ha]=CoMAC(fem29,hmm1
5,A,B,y); 
com_h_y=zeros(1,296);com_h_y
_bra=zeros(1,296); 
for ii=1:length(comacy_ha) 
    if comacy_ha(ii)<0.4 
        
com_h_y(ii)=comacy_ha(ii); 
    elseif 
comacy_ha(ii)>=0.8 
        
com_h_y_bra(ii)=comacy_ha(ii
); 
    end 
end 
comacy_ha=comacy_ha-com_h_y-
com_h_y_bra; 
figure 
bar(com_h_y,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacy_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_y_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (y)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
  

[comacz_ha]=CoMAC(fem29,hmm1
5,A,B,z); 
com_h_z=zeros(1,296);com_h_z
_bra=zeros(1,296); 
for ii=1:length(comacz_ha) 
    if comacz_ha(ii)<0.4 
        
com_h_z(ii)=comacz_ha(ii); 
    elseif 
comacz_ha(ii)>=0.8 
        
com_h_z_bra(ii)=comacz_ha(ii
); 
    end 
end 
comacz_ha=comacz_ha-com_h_z-
com_h_z_bra; 
figure 
bar(com_h_z,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacz_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_z_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (z)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1); 
bar(com_h_x,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacx_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_x_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (x)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
subplot(3,1,2); 
bar(com_h_y,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacy_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_y_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (y)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
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legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
subplot(3,1,3); 
bar(com_h_z,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacz_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_z_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (z)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
  
AS=[18 17]; 
BS=[8 7]; 
[comacx_sh]=CoMAC(fem29,smm1
6,AS,BS,x); 
com_s_x=zeros(1,296);com_s_x
_bra=zeros(1,296); 
for ii=1:length(comacx_sh) 
    if comacx_sh(ii)<0.4 
        
com_s_x(ii)=comacx_sh(ii); 
    elseif 
comacx_sh(ii)>=0.8 
        
com_s_x_bra(ii)=comacx_sh(ii
); 
    end 
end 
comacx_sh=comacx_sh-com_s_x-
com_s_x_bra; 
figure 
bar(com_s_x,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacx_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_x_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (x)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
  
[comacy_sh]=CoMAC(fem29,smm1
6,AS,BS,y); 
com_s_y=zeros(1,296);com_s_y
_bra=zeros(1,296); 

for ii=1:length(comacy_sh) 
    if comacy_sh(ii)<0.4 
        
com_s_y(ii)=comacy_sh(ii);        
    elseif 
comacy_sh(ii)>=0.8 
        
com_s_y_bra(ii)=comacy_sh(ii
); 
    end 
end 
comacy_sh=comacy_sh-com_s_y-
com_s_y_bra; 
figure 
bar(com_s_y,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacy_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_y_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (y)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
  
[comacz_sh]=CoMAC(fem29,smm1
6,AS,BS,z); 
com_s_z=zeros(1,296);com_s_z
_bra=zeros(1,296); 
for ii=1:length(comacz_sh) 
    if comacz_sh(ii)<0.4 
        
com_s_z(ii)=comacz_sh(ii); 
    elseif 
comacz_sh(ii)>=0.8 
        
com_s_z_bra(ii)=comacz_sh(ii
); 
    end 
end 
comacz_sh=comacz_sh-com_s_z-
com_s_z_bra; 
figure 
bar(com_s_z,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacz_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_z_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (z)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
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legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
  
figure 
subplot(3,1,1); 
bar(com_s_x,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacx_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_x_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (x)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
subplot(3,1,2); 
bar(com_s_y,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacy_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_y_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (y)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
subplot(3,1,3); 
bar(com_s_z,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacz_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_z_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (z)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
  
figure 
subplot(2,1,1); 
bar(com_h_x,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacx_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_x_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (x)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 

grid minor; 
  
subplot(2,1,2); 
bar(com_s_x,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacx_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_x_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (x)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
  
figure 
subplot(2,1,1); 
bar(com_h_y,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacy_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_y_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (y)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
  
subplot(2,1,2); 
bar(com_s_y,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacy_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_y_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (y)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
 
figure 
subplot(2,1,1); 
bar(com_h_z,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacz_ha,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_h_z_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
hammer (z)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
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legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
  
subplot(2,1,2); 
bar(com_s_z,'r');hold on; 
bar(comacz_sh,'k');hold on; 
bar(com_s_z_bra,'b'); 
title('CoMAC ideas with 
shaker (z)'); 
xlabel('DOF'); 
ylabel('CoMAC'); 
legend('under 0.4','0.4 ~ 
0.8','over 0.8'); 
grid minor; 
 
 % MAC with LSM 
clear all;close all; clc; 
RR=zeros(7,888); 
  
load('poles_final_S01.mat') 
Rr1=[(residues(:,:,1).*resid
ues(:,:,2))]; 
MAC_rr1 = macmtrx(Rr1); 
 
load('poles_final_S14.mat') 
Rr14=[(residues(:,:,1).*resi
dues(:,:,2))]; 
MAC_rr14 = macmtrx(Rr14); 
figure;macplot(MAC_rr14);tit
le('Shaker estimation 
results 16 mode automac'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_rr14);titl
e('Shaker estimation results 
16 mode automac'); 
shaker16_m=Rr14; 
save shaker16_m 
load('poles_h_01.mat') 
Rr3=[(residues(:,:,1).*resid
ues(:,:,2))]; 
MAC_rr3 = macmtrx01(Rr3); 
 
load('poles_final_h10.mat') 
Rr15=[(residues(:,:,1).*resi
dues(:,:,2))]; 
MAC_rr15 = macmtrx01(Rr15); 

figure;macplot(MAC_rr15);tit
le('Hammer estimation 
results 15 mode automac'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_rr15);titl
e('Hammer estimation results 
15 mode automac'); 
hammer15_m=Rr15; 
save hammer15_m 
load('fem29_Mo');  
R_fem29=fem29_Mo; 
MAC_fem29 = 
macmtrx(R_fem29); 
figure;macplot(MAC_fem29); 
title('I-DEAS 29 mode auto 
MAC'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_fem29); 
title('I-DEAS 29 mode auto 
MAC'); 
MAC_compare3=macmtrx01(Rr15,
Rr14); 
figure;macplot(MAC_compare3)
; 
title('Compare hammer 15 
with shaker 16'); 
xlabel('Hammer mode 
shapes'); 
ylabel('Shaker mode 
shapes'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_compare3); 
title('Compare hammer 15 
with shaker 16'); 
xlabel('Hammer mode 
shapes'); 
ylabel('Shaker mode 
shapes'); 
MAC_I_H=macmtrx01(R_fem29,Rr
15); 
figure;macplot(MAC_I_H); 
title('Compare ideas 29 with 
hammer 15'); 
xlabel('Hammer mode 
shapes'); 
ylabel('I-DEAS mode 
shapes'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_I_H); 
title('Compare ideas 29 with 
hammer 15'); 
xlabel('Hammer mode 
shapes'); 
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ylabel('I-DEAS mode 
shapes'); 
MAC_I_S13=macmtrx01(R_fem29,
Rr14);figure;macplot(MAC_I_S
13); 
title('Compare ideas 29 with 
shaker 16'); 
xlabel('Shaker mode 
shapes'); 
ylabel('I-DEAS mode 
shapes'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_I_S13); 
title('Compare ideas 29 with 
shaker 16'); 
xlabel('Shaker mode 
shapes'); 
ylabel('I-DEAS mode 
shapes'); 
  
% MAC with RFP method 
clear all;close all; clc; 
load('hmm15.mat'); 
load('smm16.mat'); 
load('fem29_Mo'); 
load('shaker16_m.mat'); 
load('hammer15_m.mat'); 
load('poles_final_h10.mat') 
ham_15=[(residues(:,:,1).*re
sidues(:,:,2))]; 
MAC_h15= macmtrx01(ham_15); 
load('poles_final_S14.mat') 
sha_16=[(residues(:,:,1).*re
sidues(:,:,2))]; 
MAC_s16 = macmtrx(sha_16); 
hmm_15=hmm15; 
smm_16=smm16; 
fem_29=fem29_Mo; 
R_fem29=fem_29; 
R15_hc=real(hmm_15); 
R16_sc=real(smm_16); 
 
%% compare hammer with 
shaker 
MAC_16_15=macmtrx01(R16_sc,R
15_hc); 

figure;macplot(MAC_16_15);ti
tle('compare hammer15 with 
shaker16'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_16_15);tit
le('compare hammer15 with 
shaker16'); 
%% compare hammer/shaker 
with ideas 29 mode 
MAC_15b=macmtrx01(R_fem29,R1
5_hc); 
figure;macplot(MAC_15b);titl
e('Compare ideas 29 with 
hammer15 3d'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_15b); 
title('Compare ideas 29 with 
hammer 15'); 
 
MAC_16b=macmtrx01(R_fem29,R1
6_sc); 
figure;macplot(MAC_16b);titl
e('Compare ideas 29 with 
shaker 16 3d'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_16b); 
title('Compare ideas 29 with 
shaker 16'); 
%% compare hammer LSM with 
RFP 
MAC_15_15=macmtrx01(ham_15,R
15_hc); 
figure;macplot(MAC_15_15);ti
tle('Compare hammer 15 
matlab with reflex 3d'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_15_15); 
title('Compare hammer 15 
matlab with reflex'); 
  
%% compare shaker matlab 
with reflex 
MAC_16_16=macmtrx01(sha_16,R
16_sc); 
figure;macplot(MAC_16_16);ti
tle('Compare shaker matlab 
with reflex 3d'); 
figure;pcolor(MAC_16_16); 
title('Compare shaker 16 
matlab with reflex');
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Appendix 4: 
Points in experimental model 

Num Label X Y Z 
1 Pt1 0 -0.505 0.88 
2 Pt2 0 -0.505 0.76 
3 Pt3 0.05 -0.505 0.88 
4 Pt4 0.28 -0.505 0.88 
5 Pt5 0.54 -0.505 0.88 
6 Pt6 0.1 -0.625 0.88 
7 Pt7 0.2 -0.625 0.88 
8 Pt8 0.3 -0.625 0.88 
9 Pt9 0.4 -0.625 0.88 
10 Pt10 0.47 -0.625 0.88 
11 Pt11 0.1 -0.625 0.79 
12 Pt12 0.2 -0.625 0.79 
13 Pt13 0.4 -0.625 0.79 
14 Pt14 0.47 -0.625 0.79 
15 Pt15 0.1 -0.625 0.7 
16 Pt16 0.2 -0.625 0.7 
17 Pt17 0.4 -0.625 0.7 
18 Pt18 0.47 -0.625 0.7 
19 Pt19 0.1 -0.625 0.62 
20 Pt20 0.2 -0.625 0.62 
21 Pt21 0.4 -0.625 0.62 
22 Pt22 0.47 -0.625 0.62 
23 Pt23 0.13 -0.475 0.45 
24 Pt24 0.3 -0.475 0.45 
25 Pt25 0.47 -0.475 0.45 
26 Pt26 0.13 -0.475 0.34 
27 Pt27 0.47 -0.475 0.34 
28 Pt28 0.13 -0.475 0.19 
29 Pt29 0.3 -0.475 0.19 
30 Pt30 0.47 -0.475 0.19 
31 Pt31 0.6 -0.505 0.88 
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32 Pt32 0.5 -0.505 0.73 
33 Pt33 0.7 -0.505 0.73 
34 Pt34 0.6 -0.505 0.61 
35 Pt35 0.865 -0.505 0.61 
36 Pt36 0.66 -0.505 0.54 
37 Pt37 0.85 -0.505 0.54 
38 Pt38 0.99 -0.505 0.54 
39 Pt39 1.08 -0.505 0.54 
40 Pt40 0.85 -0.505 0.45 
41 Pt41 0.99 -0.505 0.45 
42 Pt42 1.08 -0.505 0.45 
43 Pt43 0.71 -0.505 0.34 
44 Pt44 0.85 -0.505 0.34 
45 Pt45 0.99 -0.505 0.34 
46 Pt46 1.08 -0.505 0.34 
47 Pt47 0.85 -0.505 0.205 
48 Pt48 0.99 -0.505 0.205 
49 Pt49 1.08 -0.505 0.205 
50 Pt50 1.48 -0.505 0.88 
51 Pt51 1.59 -0.505 0.88 
52 Pt52 1.675 -0.505 0.88 
53 Pt53 1.48 -0.505 0.75 
54 Pt54 1.59 -0.505 0.75 
55 Pt55 1.675 -0.505 0.75 
56 Pt56 1.77 -0.505 0.75 
57 Pt57 1.48 -0.505 0.68 
58 Pt58 1.59 -0.505 0.68 
59 Pt59 1.675 -0.505 0.68 
60 Pt60 1.59 -0.505 0.53 
61 Pt61 1.48 -0.505 0.43 
62 Pt62 1.48 -0.505 0.34 
63 Pt63 1.59 -0.505 0.34 
64 Pt64 1.48 -0.505 0.205 
65 Pt65 1.78 -0.505 0.88 
66 Pt66 2 -0.505 0.88 
67 Pt67 2.24 -0.505 0.88 
68 Pt68 1.83 -0.625 0.88 
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69 Pt69 1.92 -0.625 0.88 
70 Pt70 2.02 -0.625 0.88 
71 Pt71 2.11 -0.625 0.88 
72 Pt72 1.83 -0.625 0.795 
73 Pt73 1.92 -0.625 0.795 
74 Pt74 1.83 -0.625 0.72 
75 Pt75 1.92 -0.625 0.72 
76 Pt76 2.11 -0.625 0.72 
77 Pt77 2.19 -0.625 0.72 
78 Pt78 1.83 -0.625 0.6 
79 Pt79 1.92 -0.625 0.6 
80 Pt80 2.11 -0.625 0.6 
81 Pt81 2.19 -0.625 0.6 
82 Pt82 1.85 -0.475 0.48 
83 Pt83 2.025 -0.475 0.48 
84 Pt84 2.2 -0.475 0.48 
85 Pt85 1.85 -0.475 0.34 
86 Pt86 2.2 -0.475 0.34 
87 Pt87 1.86 -0.475 0.19 
88 Pt88 2.025 -0.475 0.19 
89 Pt89 2.19 -0.475 0.19 
90 Pt90 2.34 -0.505 0.88 
91 Pt91 2.34 -0.505 0.79 
92 Pt92 2.34 -0.505 0.71 
93 Pt93 0 0.505 0.88 
94 Pt94 0 0.505 0.76 
95 Pt95 0.05 0.505 0.88 
96 Pt96 0.28 0.505 0.88 
97 Pt97 0.54 0.505 0.88 
98 Pt98 0.1 0.625 0.88 
99 Pt99 0.2 0.625 0.88 
100 Pt100 0.3 0.625 0.88 
101 Pt101 0.4 0.625 0.88 
102 Pt102 0.47 0.625 0.88 
103 Pt103 0.1 0.625 0.79 
104 Pt104 0.2 0.625 0.79 
105 Pt105 0.4 0.625 0.79 
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106 Pt106 0.47 0.625 0.79 
107 Pt107 0.1 0.625 0.7 
108 Pt108 0.2 0.625 0.7 
109 Pt109 0.4 0.625 0.7 
110 Pt110 0.47 0.625 0.7 
111 Pt111 0.1 0.625 0.62 
112 Pt112 0.2 0.625 0.62 
113 Pt113 0.4 0.625 0.62 
114 Pt114 0.47 0.625 0.62 
115 Pt115 0.13 0.475 0.45 
116 Pt116 0.3 0.475 0.45 
117 Pt117 0.47 0.475 0.45 
118 Pt118 0.13 0.475 0.34 
119 Pt119 0.47 0.475 0.34 
120 Pt120 0.13 0.475 0.19 
121 Pt121 0.3 0.475 0.19 
122 Pt122 0.47 0.475 0.19 
123 Pt123 0.6 0.505 0.88 
124 Pt124 0.5 0.505 0.73 
125 Pt125 0.7 0.505 0.73 
126 Pt126 0.6 0.505 0.61 
127 Pt127 0.865 0.505 0.61 
128 Pt128 0.66 0.505 0.54 
129 Pt129 0.85 0.505 0.54 
130 Pt130 0.99 0.505 0.54 
131 Pt131 1.08 0.505 0.54 
132 Pt132 0.85 0.505 0.45 
133 Pt133 0.99 0.505 0.45 
134 Pt134 1.08 0.505 0.45 
135 Pt135 0.71 0.505 0.34 
136 Pt136 0.85 0.505 0.34 
137 Pt137 0.99 0.505 0.34 
138 Pt138 1.08 0.505 0.34 
139 Pt139 0.85 0.505 0.205 
140 Pt140 0.99 0.505 0.205 
141 Pt141 1.08 0.505 0.205 
142 Pt142 1.48 0.505 0.88 
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143 Pt143 1.59 0.505 0.88 
144 Pt144 1.675 0.505 0.88 
145 Pt145 1.48 0.505 0.75 
146 Pt146 1.59 0.505 0.75 
147 Pt147 1.675 0.505 0.75 
148 Pt148 1.77 0.505 0.75 
149 Pt149 1.48 0.505 0.68 
150 Pt150 1.59 0.505 0.68 
151 Pt151 1.675 0.505 0.68 
152 Pt152 1.59 0.505 0.53 
153 Pt153 1.48 0.505 0.43 
154 Pt154 1.48 0.505 0.34 
155 Pt155 1.59 0.505 0.34 
156 Pt156 1.48 0.505 0.205 
157 Pt157 1.78 0.505 0.88 
158 Pt158 2 0.505 0.88 
159 Pt159 2.24 0.505 0.88 
160 Pt160 1.83 0.625 0.88 
161 Pt161 1.92 0.625 0.88 
162 Pt162 2.02 0.625 0.88 
163 Pt163 2.11 0.625 0.88 
164 Pt164 1.83 0.625 0.795 
165 Pt165 1.92 0.625 0.795 
166 Pt166 1.83 0.625 0.72 
167 Pt167 1.92 0.625 0.72 
168 Pt168 2.11 0.625 0.72 
169 Pt169 2.19 0.625 0.72 
170 Pt170 1.83 0.625 0.6 
171 Pt171 1.92 0.625 0.6 
172 Pt172 2.11 0.625 0.6 
173 Pt173 2.19 0.625 0.6 
174 Pt174 1.85 0.475 0.48 
175 Pt175 2.025 0.475 0.48 
176 Pt176 2.2 0.475 0.48 
177 Pt177 1.85 0.475 0.34 
178 Pt178 2.2 0.475 0.34 
179 Pt179 1.86 0.475 0.19 
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180 Pt180 2.025 0.475 0.19 
181 Pt181 2.19 0.475 0.19 
182 Pt182 2.34 0.505 0.88 
183 Pt183 2.34 0.505 0.79 
184 Pt184 2.34 0.505 0.71 
185 Pt185 0 0 0.76 
186 Pt186 0 0 0.88 
187 Pt187 0.095 0 0.76 
188 Pt188 0.28 0 0.76 
189 Pt189 1.34 0 0.87 
190 Pt190 1.34 0 0.72 
191 Pt191 2.28 0 1.13 
192 Pt192 2.35 0 0.9 
193 Pt193 0 -0.13 0.76 
194 Pt194 0 -0.38 0.76 
195 Pt195 0 -0.13 0.88 
196 Pt196 0 -0.38 0.88 
197 Pt197 0.11 -0.38 0.88 
198 Pt198 0.24 -0.38 0.88 
199 Pt199 0.385 -0.38 0.88 
200 Pt200 0.095 -0.26 0.76 
201 Pt201 0.28 -0.26 0.76 
202 Pt202 1.34 -0.21 0.87 
203 Pt203 1.37 -0.36 0.87 
204 Pt204 1.34 -0.21 0.72 
205 Pt205 1.37 -0.36 0.72 
206 Pt206 1.34 -0.21 0.52 
207 Pt207 1.37 -0.36 0.52 
208 Pt208 1.37 -0.36 0.35 
209 Pt209 1.38 -0.41 0.19 
210 Pt210 1.48 -0.505 0.9 
211 Pt211 1.84 -0.505 0.9 
212 Pt212 1.9 -0.505 1.13 
213 Pt213 2.08 -0.505 1.13 
214 Pt214 2.28 -0.505 1.13 
215 Pt215 1.43 -0.23 0.9 
216 Pt216 1.84 -0.23 0.9 
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217 Pt217 1.9 -0.23 1.13 
218 Pt218 2.08 -0.23 1.13 
219 Pt219 2.28 -0.23 1.13 
220 Pt220 2.35 -0.23 0.9 
221 Pt221 1.9 -0.505 0.9 
222 Pt222 2.08 -0.505 0.9 
223 Pt223 2.28 -0.505 0.9 
224 Pt224 1.32 -0.07 1.5 
225 Pt225 1.3 -0.07 1.34 
226 Pt226 1.32 -0.07 1.1 
227 Pt227 1.445 -0.1 1.44 
228 Pt228 1.445 -0.1 1.1 
229 Pt229 2.165 -0.64 0.8 
230 Pt230 2.19 -0.64 0.88 
231 Pt231 2.245 -0.64 1.04 
232 Pt232 2.28 -0.64 1.145 
233 Pt233 2.32 -0.625 1.245 
234 Pt234 2.35 -0.625 1.395 
235 Pt235 2.35 -0.625 1.515 
236 Pt236 2.35 -0.625 1.62 
237 Pt237 2.35 -0.625 1.76 
238 Pt238 2.35 -0.625 1.91 
239 Pt239 2.35 -0.625 2.175 
240 Pt240 2.35 -0.625 2.38 
241 Pt241 2.35 -0.325 2.65 
242 Pt242 2.35 -0.095 2.65 
243 Pt243 0 0.13 0.76 
244 Pt244 0 0.38 0.76 
245 Pt245 0 0.13 0.88 
246 Pt246 0 0.38 0.88 
247 Pt247 0.11 0.38 0.88 
248 Pt248 0.24 0.38 0.88 
249 Pt249 0.385 0.38 0.88 
250 Pt250 0.095 0.26 0.76 
251 Pt251 0.28 0.26 0.76 
252 Pt252 1.34 0.21 0.87 
253 Pt253 1.37 0.36 0.87 
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254 Pt254 1.34 0.21 0.72 
255 Pt255 1.37 0.36 0.72 
256 Pt256 1.34 0.21 0.52 
257 Pt257 1.37 0.36 0.52 
258 Pt258 1.37 0.36 0.35 
259 Pt259 1.38 0.41 0.19 
260 Pt260 1.48 0.505 0.9 
261 Pt261 1.84 0.505 0.9 
262 Pt262 1.9 0.505 1.13 
263 Pt263 2.08 0.505 1.13 
264 Pt264 2.28 0.505 1.13 
265 Pt265 1.43 0.23 0.9 
266 Pt266 1.84 0.23 0.9 
267 Pt267 1.9 0.23 1.13 
268 Pt268 2.08 0.23 1.13 
269 Pt269 2.28 0.23 1.13 
270 Pt270 2.35 0.23 0.9 
271 Pt271 1.9 0.505 0.9 
272 Pt272 2.08 0.505 0.9 
273 Pt273 2.28 0.505 0.9 
274 Pt274 1.32 0.07 1.5 
275 Pt275 1.3 0.07 1.34 
276 Pt276 1.32 0.07 1.1 
277 Pt277 1.445 0.1 1.44 
278 Pt278 1.445 0.1 1.1 
279 Pt279 2.165 0.64 0.8 
280 Pt280 2.19 0.64 0.88 
281 Pt281 2.245 0.64 1.04 
282 Pt282 2.28 0.64 1.145 
283 Pt283 2.32 0.625 1.245 
284 Pt284 2.35 0.625 1.395 
285 Pt285 2.35 0.625 1.515 
286 Pt286 2.35 0.625 1.62 
287 Pt287 2.35 0.625 1.76 
288 Pt288 2.35 0.625 1.91 
289 Pt289 2.35 0.625 2.175 
290 Pt290 2.35 0.625 2.38 
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291 Pt291 2.35 0.325 2.65 
292 Pt292 2.35 0.095 2.65 
293 Pt293 2.35 -0.12 0.88 
294 Pt294 2.35 -0.12 0.79 
295 Pt295 2.35 0.12 0.88 
296 Pt296 2.35 0.12 0.79 

 


